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Seasonal reflections
A message from
the Rev Mandy Hodgson

My dear friends, welcome to another edition of Grapevine.
On Maundy Thursday the team clergy went to renew their
ordination vows at the Cathedral. It was a lovely service, and
we were very proud of Yunghee acting as Deacon to Bishop Christopher for the
service. It is a role that one of the Deacon’s ordained the previous summer is asked
to fulfil, and it is a great honour that shows Bishop Christopher’s confidence in
Yunghee’s liturgical ability.
As I sat in the service I started to reflect on my own ordination first to the diaconate
and then to the priesthood now more than twenty years ago. I have always had a
bit of a tendency to speak first and then think about what I have to say. One of the
most memorable parts of my ordinations was the point at which the Archdeacon
tells the Bishop that enquiries have been made and that I was found to be ‘of Godly
conversation’. I was relieved to know that the Archdeacon thought that, but also
painfully aware that that was not always the case.
Since then, the call to preach the word of God has made me reflect often on the
power of words and the effect of what we say. I have also been aware of how hard it
is to always speak wisely and well. Before I was ordained I spent a few months as a
member of the Lee Abbey Community. One of the most important things I learnt
during that time was about the discipline required in belonging to a community.
Every member of the community would make vows as they entered the community,
based on the values of the church found in the New Testament, for a healthy and
happy community. The vow that I found most challenging was ‘to say nothing
about someone when they were not there, that I could not say in love and truth
to them’. In my ministry since then I have often reflected on how this discipline is
one that would be of benefit to the whole church. It is not easy and we all fall into
temptation, but it is what I always think of as being the best definition I know of
‘Godly conversation’. I would like to ask you to join with me in striving for this to
be what characterises our communication with each other. It is not easy, we will all
get it wrong from time to time because we are all sinners; but it is a very practical,
simple way of loving one another.
‘Finally, beloved, whatever is true, whatever is honourable, whatever is just,
whatever is pure, whatever is pleasing, whatever is commendable, if there is any
excellence and if there is anything worthy of praise, think about these things.’
Philippians 4:8
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CHURCH NEWS

Views from the back pews
The Churchwardens’ Report
Thank you to everyone who made
Easter the usual joyful high point of
the church’s year: to the flower team
who worked tirelessly to ensure that
the church decorations reflected
this important season, to the Davies
family for providing the Easter Garden
and to our clergy for whom this is a
particularly busy period for arranging
and conducting services of reflection
and celebration.
The pattern of services through Holy
Week and Easter was altered a little this
year, to reflect more accurately Christ’s
passion and resurrection. Moving the
Liturgy for Good Friday from 10am
allowed the clergy to join the children’s
worship and morning activities in
Garden Hall, again very popular with
over 100 children and adults present.
The Silent Vigil from 12 until 2 was
followed by the Liturgy of the Cross,
marking Christ’s final hour. The
Dawn Service on Easter Sunday grew
significantly with the addition of choir
and bell-ringers, and was followed as
usual by a champagne breakfast.
The Lent Lectures this year focussed on
prayer, with a diverse range of speakers
addressing different approaches.
The ‘Beast from the East’ found our
4

speaker snowbound and forced the late
cancellation of the lecture on prayer
through music and painting, but it is
hoped to reschedule this some time in
May.
Whilst it does now feel a somewhat
distant memory, we welcomed Nils
Bersweden and his family - his wife
Judith, son Leif and daughters Esther
and Naomi - in a well-attended service
of licencing in February. It is difficult to
remember that Nils has been with us for
less than three months, so well has he
fitted in.
The weekend prior to Nils’ licensing,
the choir performed Brahms A German
Requiem, to a large and appreciative
audience in church. This yet again
reminded us that we are privileged
to have such a talented team of
musicians in our midst. The choir also
provided three teams for the annual
St Mary’s Quiz Night held at the end
of January, which again proved to be
a very enjoyable, if occasionally headscratching, evening. The fish and chip
supper, supplied from a large mobile van
and requiring all the persuasive powers
of Lucy Uden to encourage the driver to
park in the churchyard, proved to be a
very popular innovation.
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By the time you are reading this, we will
have had the Annual Congregational
Meeting, at which we will have said
goodbye to several members of the
Church Committee and welcomed new
ones. Our thanks to Dan Whitehead,
Nick Long, Elizabeth Hallett and
Siobhan Holmes, who are standing
down, for their contributions both to
discussion and in deeds and actions
over the last three years, and to Wendy
Ziegler who has been ex officio for
significantly longer. Particular mention
should be made of Siobhan, who has
nobly acted as secretary during her
term of office. We welcome Michael
Canby, Laura Campbell, Nick Harvey
and Mary Ann Turnbull who have
agreed to serve for the next three years.
As we look forward to longer days
and, we hope, warmer weather, we
will be continuing to attend to the
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requirements of the Quinquennial
Inspection and completing the works
necessary to ensure the badger family
remain elsewhere. Thank you to
everyone who supports the work of
St Marys, whether ‘front of house’ or
behind the scenes – it would not be the
thriving community it is without you.
Liz Broad & Alison Neilson

Advertising

Page rates + VAT
Full colour
back page: £150

St Mary’s Church magazine is published four
times a year and is circulated throughout
the entire congregation, who are residents
of Wimbledon Village and the surrounding
areas. On average, 300 copies are printed for
each edition. If you would like to advertise
your business or service, email the editors at
wimbledongrapevine@gmail.com

Mono inside page:
£115
Full colour half
back page: £80
Mono inside
half page: £60

The editors reserve the right to accept or refuse adverts at their absolute discretion.
Acceptance of advertising does not constitute an endorsement of any product.
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Crafts and creativity: celebrating
Good Friday with the children
Yunghee Koh’s only regret was we did
not have more time for all the activities
and is already in planning for next year.
This year, we had the Good Friday
children’s service slightly later than
we have had previously, starting it at
11.15am in Garden Hall with crafts and
activities.
Children arrived, full of energy and
excitement and in no time at all they
found their places engaging with their
work in each activity. There were tables
for colouring, for bookmarks and for
creativity where children made Jesus’
tomb with biscuits and chocolates
guided by Alex and Diz.
The Easter Garden was one of the
highlights this year once again and
children worked hard, digging and
planting flowers, and decorating it
beautifully, with help of the Davies’
family. It was such a nice gathering
and we had around 60 children and 40
adults attending the service.
In the meantime, we were to have a
short service in the church and take the
children away from their vigorously
occupied activities and encouraging
them to regather again in the church.
This was quite a bit of a challenge as
anyone could imagine. We, however,
managed to march to the church singing
6

Good Friday: creative activities for children

‘There was a green hill far away’.
Some of the children displayed their
crafts near the Cross as offerings and we
had a nice little service reflecting Peter’s
denial of Jesus and the love of God for
us all.
It was lovely to have some of the
children lead the intercession prayers
during the service, and the hot cross
buns and refreshments provided by
Alex and Diz were really tasty and such
a nice way to end the service.
My only regret was that we didn’t
have a larger amount of time for all
the activities and the service - I would
certainly like to work on that for next
year…
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A most uplifting service: and the
bells rang out on Easter Day

Not only the bells sounded on
Easter Day, says Lawrence Davies.
Hand bells, a trombone and saucepan
lids also played their part during a
moving service.
When Nils and Mandy said they were
keen to have the tower bells rung during
the Dawn Service on Easter Day I was
apprehensive both of the difficulty of
getting enough ringers that early in the
morning and of the reaction of the local
residents. After much cajoling, eight
ringers from as far away as Vauxhall
were there at the start of the service. The
brazier was lit and was most impressive
as can be seen from the photo.
The ringers chose a good place to stand
both for photography and avoiding

the smoke whereas the choir stood
downwind and received all the smoke.
We then moved into the church for the
three readings and at the declaration
of Christ’s resurrection the bells were
rung joyously, the organ and all manner
of instruments were played in church,
ranging from hand bells, a trombone
and saucepan lids!
The Gloria was then sung and the
communion service continued in a
more traditional style. At the conclusion
the bells rang again. Altogether a most
moving and uplifting service. We then
moved over to Garden Hall for a wellearned breakfast laid on by Rafters. We
must repeat the service next year as it is
such an emphatic way to welcome the
Risen Christ on Easter morning.
7
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Lent Lectures 2018:
Prayer that Connects
Exploring our faith as a relationship
of prayer with God, Judith Bersweden
gives us an overview of this year’s Lent
Lectures.
Prayer that Connects was the title of
this year’s Lent Lectures, held weekly
in Garden Hall during Lent. Some 2030 people attended each week, and the
sessions each included a presentation, as
well as time to engage with the style of
prayer being considered.
Although it was a shame that Clare
Herbert’s talk on Praying with Pictures
had to be cancelled due to the impact
of the wintry weather on her journey
from Hampshire, the other evenings
were much appreciated by those present
as an opportunity to learn more about
different aspects of prayer within the
Christian tradition, and to connect with
them in new ways.
Two of the evenings featured Ignatian
Spirituality, and the talks by Chris
Palmer and Chris Chapman gave
useful introductions to the Examen
and the Ignatian Spiritual Exercises.
The advantage of hearing two speakers
on a similar topic was that they offered
complementary insights into what it
feels like to pray within the Ignatian
tradition, with the reminder that prayer
8

is more to do with relationship than
with a set procedure or approach.
The fourth session, led by Debbie
Forman, looked at ways of Praying with
Poetry, and how poets can articulate on
our behalf some of our deepest longings
and emotions, enabling us to reflect on
the shared experience of being human
and to express what matters to us most
as we reach out to God.
The series concluded with a look at the
Franciscan Tradition. Sue McCoulough
gave a biographical introduction to St
Francis and St Clare, and reflected on
the importance of prayer as shared by
the Christian community, and from her
own perspective as a member of the
Franciscan Third Order. The evening,
and the series, ended with us joining
together in the service of Night Prayer
for Lent and Passiontide, from the
Franciscan prayer book ‘Celebrating
Common Prayer’.
Each of the Lent Lectures gave a glimpse
into the richness of our Christian
heritage and encouraged us to engage
further with our faith as a relationship
of prayer with God, who, as the author
of our being and life, continually calls
us into deeper communion and fullness
of love.
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Focus on charities:
taking care of God’s creation
More people are aware of climate
change and we have a special
responsibility to take care of the world.
Here, Juliet Boyd highlights local
charities with very green credentials.
Climate change is increasingly evident
and a topic of discussion. More people
are aware of the problem and many are
worried about the future.
As Christians, we have a special
responsibility to care for the world, as
set out in the 5th mark of the Anglican
Communion’s Mission “To strive to
safeguard the integrity of creation, and
sustain and renew the life of the earth”.
Tackling the situation can seem

daunting, but it is important for all of
us to do whatever we can – every little
helps.
Operation Noah is a charity aimed at
helping Christians take positive action
towards solving the problem.
Visit www.operationnoah.org
Sustainable Merton is a local charity
encouraging people to reduce their
carbon emissions and live healthier and
happier lives.
Visit www.sustainablemerton.org
If you are interested in green issues and
would like to join some like-minded
people, St Mary’s has a small informal
green group and would welcome new
members. Please contact Juliet at:
julietboyd@doctors.org.uk

Grapevine needs you!
If you have publishing experience or are interested in gaining some new
skills, Grapevine is looking for a new Design Editor.
Working alongside the Content Editor, the role involves working with the
clergy, staff, volunteers and congregation to create this newsletter.
Experience of the Adobe suite including InDesign and Photoshop would be
useful, but is not essential.
If you are interested, please contact Sonia Lodge and Melanie Fripp for more
information at wimbledongrapevine@gmail.com
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Interview: our new
Associate Vicar Nils Bersweden
Three months ago we were lucky
enough to have Nils Bersweden join us
at St Mary’s and it’s been lovely to see
how well he and his family have settled
with us. Grapevine caught up with Nils
to find out more about him and his
decision to come to St Mary’s.
When did you join St Mary’s? Where
were you before?
I was licensed as Associate Vicar at
St Mary’s on 4 February by Bishop
Richard. It was a very special service for
me and my family, particularly as many
of our friends from our previous parish
were able to come. We came from a
team of parishes outside Salisbury
where I was Team Rector of six parishes
and ten churches. We had been there for
17 years and been very happy there.
What made you decide to make the
move?
Our children Leif, Esther and Naomi
had had most of their schooling whilst
we were there, and now that they had
all left home to go to university Judith
and I knew it was time for ourselves to
move on.
Last year I had a sabbatical when I spent
30 days on a silent retreat at St Beuno’s
the famous Jesuit Spirituality Centre.
During that time I had confirmed for
10

me that my vocation to the priesthood
was moving me away from being in
charge, a leader and manager, to a more
grass root pastoral ministry. There
are few jobs like that available in the
church. So imagine my excitement
when the post came up at St Mary’s
asking for someone to focus particularly
on pastoral care! I was very surprised
that there were not more applicants. I
looked at many adverts but this was the
only one that made me want to apply. So
here I am and feeling that the Lord not
only called but provided.
Are you new to the Wimbledon area?
I had never been to Wimbledon before
I came to look at St Mary’s. I did live
in London before being ordained.
I worked with the homeless in St
Martins-in-the-Fields.
What led you to becoming a Rector?
I first felt called to priesthood when
I was 16 years old. But it was a long
journey and I was not ordained until I
was 32. It was the influence of two very
holy and loving priests that attracted me
to the Christian faith and journey – a
really exciting journey that provides
me with meaning and purpose in life.
Accompanying others on that journey
through my daily life and work feels
a real privilege as well as being very
fulfilling.
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How have you found settling in to St
Mary’s?
Everybody has been so warm and
welcoming from the first day. St Mary’s
has its own idiosyncratic way of doing
things which are new to me, so there
are things I am still learning and getting
used to. We also feel very blessed to
be housed so close to the church. My
10 second commute to work every
morning is a delight and is surely the
best in London?
How do you share responsibilities
with Mandy?
Mandy as Rector is in charge and
bears the responsibility for leading
and managing the parish, which in
Wimbledon is a large task. My focus is
on the pastoral care of the congregation
and people in need. It is also my task
to support Mandy in what can at times
be a fairly lonely job (having done it I
know). Since we both feel called to our
particular responsibilities it’s a good
division of labour. Having said that,
there will be a lot of overlap.
Will you be involved with the
children’s activities at St Mary’s?
I don’t have a specific remit to be
involved with the children’s activities
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but I dare say you will see me engaging
at times as working with children is
such fun!
Are there any particular projects you
will be involved with in the Parish?
I am involved with the Pastoral Team
seeking to ensure that everyone in the
congregation feels valued and included
in our church community. With such
a large membership it is easy to miss
people on a Sunday morning and
we want to make sure everyone feels
cared for and that no-one feels they are
excluded.
I am sure once I have got the measure of
things here other projects will develop.
Do you work solely at St Mary’s?
At the moment I am working
predominantly at St Mary’s but I am a
team player and am very happy to do
things across the team as required.
What do you like to do when you are
not working?
Judith my wife and I have Mondays
off and enjoy walking and exploring. I
am a naturalist that particularly loves
birds, butterflies and beetles, so I enjoy
looking for and watching them. In the
summer I am going to try to cultivate
the lawn at no. 3 so we can play croquet!

You can find previous editions of The Grapevine, as well as the weekly
pew sheets and copies of sermons on the St Mary’s website, which also
contains a host of other information about the church.
Visit www.stmaryswimbledon.org and look under the resources tab.
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Kyrie Eleison: an ancient prayer
with modern relevance
Greek for ‘Lord, have mercy’ the
phrase Kyrie Eleison has been in
continuous use for millennia,
explains the Rev Mandy Hodgson.
Kyrie Eleison is one of the most ancient
prayers in the Christian Church. It
is Greek for ‘Lord, have mercy’ and
our continued use of the phrase in
Greek is a clue to its antiquity. There
are a number of words that we use in
prayer and worship that have been in
continuous use for millenia. These are
words that continue to be used in an
older language when most of the liturgy
is translated. We still use two Hebrew
words in our services routinely: ‘Alleluia’
which means ‘Praise to God’ and ‘Amen’
which means ‘so be it’. These are words
that have been used continuously in
worship, both in Israel and the church
since Old Testament times.
Kyrie Eleison is a prayer that has its
roots in the Bible. On several occasions
in the Gospel people cry out to Jesus
‘Lord have mercy on me.’
Kyrie Eleison became a regular
response in the Church’s litany in
the 4th Century, when services were
still conducted in both the Eastern
and Western Church in Greek. As is
often the case it is the words that the
12

congregation join in with, that get
preserved in their more ancient form,
so when the liturgy was translated into
Latin a few centuries later, the Kyrie’s
continued to be prayed in Greek, with
the addition of Christe Eleison (Christ
have Mercy).
Centuries later when Luther translated
the Roman Rite of the Eucharist into
German, he preserved the linguistic
anachronism saying ‘The people must
have their Kyries’.
A little later, in England, Cranmer’s
first prayer book (1549) preserved
the use of the Kyries in nine fold
form: with the Priest saying three
times each ‘Lord have mercy upon
us, Christ have mercy upon us, Lord
have mercy upon us.’ When the second
prayer book was published the Kyries
became the response to each of the
ten commandments as they were read;
establishing the Kyries as a penitential
as well as intercessory prayer in the
Church of England.
The prayer book proposed in 1928 gave
the option of using them instead of
the full Decalogue on weekdays. From
the Sixties onwards, the trial services
that lead to the authorization of the
Alternative Service Book in 1980,
continued to experiment with the use
of the Kyries in both Greek and English.
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The Alternative Service Book suggested
that Kyries could be used instead of the
Gloria during Lent and Advent and on
weekdays.
More recently the growth in seasonal
variety in liturgy has led to the option
at the most joyous times of the year
to use them as an alternative form of
confession. This responsive, penitential
use works very powerfully when
combined with silence. The Deacon
invites us to reflect on and confess our
sins in silence and then we respond by
praying ‘Lord have mercy.’ Our response
to calling to mind our sins is to turn
to Christ who has come to save us
through his incarnation, passion and
resurrection.
Having been assured of our forgiveness
by the absolution we then rejoice and
give thanks for that forgiveness by
standing to sing the Gloria joyfully. The
great emphasis on the joy and glory
of forgiveness that using the Kyries
for our confession gives is a fitting
counterbalance to refraining from
using the Gloria and focussing on our
need for penitence that is central to the
seasons of Lent and Advent. In those
seasons we use the Kyries instead of
the Gloria to emphasise the penitential
flavour of the season.
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A note from Liz
As I stand down as Churchwarden
at the end of my term in office, I
would like to thank everyone for
the support you have given me over
the past three years. It has been a
privilege and an insight and a steep
learning curve.
How can one worship at a church
for forty years and find there is still
so much to learn about it?
Thank you for your cheery greetings
on Sunday mornings, concern for
my welfare in inclement weather,
keeping me on my toes about the
state of the drive, the clock, Garden
Hall kitchen and everything else
that might loosely be described
‘fabric’…
Two rectors, two curates, an
associate vicar, an interregnum,
a quinquennial inspection and
badgers – it has been anything but
dull! I could not have asked for finer
co-wardens than John Bush and
Alison Neilson.
And finally, I simply could not have
done the job without the support of
Donald, who both stood in for me
when I was at work, is unfazed by
the church alarm and has the ability
to remember all the different key
codes. I never was very good with
numbers.
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Putting safety first:
parking in the churchyard
By Alison Neilson
In March, the Rector and
Churchwardens held an open meeting
in church to consult the members of the
church and other users of the church
and halls about access to the churchyard
for vehicles.
Those attending included members of
the congregation, representatives of
regular hall hirers, staff and volunteers
working at the church during the week.
It was noted that the current
arrangements had frequently resulted
in the churchyard being over crowded
such that emergency vehicles would not
be able to gain access. There was also
concern about the safety of children,
staff and others. There has been a
culture that the churchyard is a car park
available to those coming to church
and using the halls. These assumptions
needed to change for the wellbeing of
everyone. Our aim is to provide a safe,
pleasant and welcoming churchyard for
churchgoers and the whole community.
Key principles
It was agreed by all at the meeting that
the key principles which should shape
our policy on access to the churchyard
were:
•That access for emergency vehicles
should be possible at all times so that
14

the safety of all was not prejudiced.
•The safety of users, especially children.
•The risk to staff should be minimised.
•Access for the disabled should be
maintained.
It was also noted that we should also
have regard to:
•The requirements of volunteers who
were contributing to the life and upkeep
of the church.
•The agreements made with hall hirers.
•The impact on neighbours.
•The priority of worship.
New policy
Having taken note of the
representations made at the meeting,
the Church Committee has agreed a
new policy for vehicle access to the
churchyard. The new arrangements will
be implemented during May.
Access to the churchyard for vehicles
will be limited to authorised vehicles
only.
Permitted parking
All existing parking permits will be no
longer valid and new permits will be
issued to:
•Those whose work requires them to
have regular, daily parking spaces, in
particular the team clergy, paid staff and
office volunteers, and nursery staff.
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•All other church volunteers with
regular duties (e.g. flower ladies,
pastoral team, toddler group leaders,
vergers, bankers, cleaners etc) AND
leaders of regular hall activities (ballet,
pilates etc) will be issued with permits
specifying the nature of their duty/
activity. Such permits will also be
available to those with limited mobility
wanting to attend weekday services.
These permit holders will be informed
if a funeral is taking place and will be
given access to park in the field, weather
permitting.
Those with an occasional need to
park in the churchyard should seek
permission from the parish office, and
parking will be permitted provided
there is space to park safely. This would
include those wanting to park to spend
time in the Garden of Remembrance,
those with limited mobility occasionally
coming to services etc.
All permits will be issued on the
understanding that they do not
guarantee the availability of a parking
space and that access for emergency
vehicles must be maintained at all times.
Other vehicles
On Sunday the gates will be open. The
local parking restrictions do not apply
on Sundays (except during the tennis
fortnight) so there is ample parking
available outside the churchyard for
all churchgoers. All churchgoers are
asked not to drive their cars into the
churchyard so that there is always
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sufficient space for the cars of those
with limited mobility and so that
everyone can congregate outside the
church and access the halls in safety and
unrestricted by parked cars.
On Saturdays, the gates will be left open
and parking available (unless there
are weddings) for the gardening team,
vergers and other authorised vehicles.
On Mondays to Fridays the gates to the
churchyard will be closed between 9am
and 5.30pm. All drivers authorised to
enter the churchyard are asked to close
the gates immediately after opening
them, on both arrival and departure.
The parents of children attending the
Oak Tree Nursery are authorised to
drive into the churchyard to drop off
their children between 8am and 9am
only.
Occasional hall hirers will be issued
with two parking permits specific to
their event. Hirers will be asked to
remind those attending their events
that they should not drive into the
churchyard and should park outside in
the street, having due regard to the local
parking restrictions.
The field will continue to be opened
on an occasional basis for parking
for funerals and weddings, weather
permitting.
Parking will be restricted during
the tennis fortnight and special
arrangements will be agreed with
regular users of the churchyard as in
previous years.
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St Mary’s Action Plan:
providing access for all
“Go out into the roads and the country
lanes and let them come in, so that my
house will be full!” By Selina Master.
One of the aims of The Equality Act
2010 is to ensure the full inclusion of
disabled people within society. Duties
under the Act are placed on service
providers, which include churches and
the service they provide for worship and
the wider activities within the church or
church hall.
As service providers, we have a duty
to consider which physical features
may inhibit use of services by
disabled people. Important areas for
consideration are: access to the church
itself, including church yards and paths;
and access to the various parts of the
interior of the church, meeting areas
and facilities, such as toilets. It also
refers to the visibility and readability of
noticeboards and service sheets.
Legality dictates that reasonable
adjustments must be made, which may
involve altering features, or providing
a way to avoid a specific feature. It may
require consideration of a reasonable
alternative method of making the
service available to all. We also have a
duty to take reasonable steps to provide
auxiliary aids which will enhance the
16

experience for disabled people such as
large-print service sheets, handrails or
hearing induction loops.
The Equality Act does not override
planning legislation and a faculty
process is still required for consent for
works to be carried out, plus planning
approval where necessary.
At the end of 2017, I began to research
how other churches and dioceses had
approached this issue. I discovered a
plethora of policies, documentation and
advice available from various sources.
Southwark Diocese has a Disability
Inclusion Policy (which appears to
follow a format used by most churches).
There are also many templates across
the UK which offer a model for carrying
out an Access Audit. A Disability
Inclusion Policy for St Mary’s is now
under development, utilising the
Southwark template and I have already
carried out an Access Audit of the
Church, surrounding area and Garden
Hall. Following on from the Audit, an
Action Plan has been produced with
short- and long-term actions.
It has been very interesting and
inspiring to see how other churches
have tackled the issues. I discovered
a wonderful charity called ‘Through
the Roof ’ and spoke with one of their
advisors, who in fact is very keen

www.stmaryswimbledon.org
to know what our final outcome is
regarding the hearing loop. Through
the Roof is in touch with a few hundred
Christians with disabilities who have
“given up on church because they were
made to feel unwelcome”.
I would like to finish with two quotes
which I feel perfectly reflect my
thoughts on this subject:

Spring/Summer 2018
“This is not about people with
disabilities; it is about living out the
Gospel amongst the full breadth of
humanity in all its uniqueness and
diversity.”
“Children and adults with a disability
and/or impairment sometimes
challenge us to look at the way we do
things and by changing things, we often
end up making life better for everyone.”

Christian Aid Week: 13-19 May 2018
This year, Christian Aid Week falls within Thy Kingdom Come, an
ecumenical global prayer movement throughout the eleven days between
Ascension Day and Pentecost.
Support for the world’s poorest
Our prayers and fund-raising will provide support for the world’s poorest
people and help bring the Kingdom closer.
Huge impact
The house to house collection is the UK’s biggest act of Christian witness and
has a greater impact than just the money obtained.
Can you help?
Volunteers are always welcome to help with either the house to house
collection or the car boot sale which will be on the morning of Saturday 12
May.
Please contact:
julietboyd@doctors.org.uk or elizabethcfarrow@gmail.com
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St Mary’s Pentecost Korean
barbecue party: 19 May
Our Curate Yunghee Koh would like
to invite you to a Pentecost Korean
barbecue party on Saturday 19 May in
Garden Hall.
Did you know there is a big community
of South Koreans in New Malden that is
just three miles away from Wimbledon?
Among a population of just under
29,000 in New Malden, around 10,000
of them are Korean.
Since the original South Korean
embassy was located there and as one
of the biggest companies in South
Korea, Samsung first established its
European headquarters in the area,
Korean immigrants have gradually
settled alongside other Koreans and the
community has slowly grown. There are
many Korean restaurants and cafes with
visible Korean language shop signs and
you might wonder if you were actually
in England.
Korean culture
So, since I am your curate, a Korean
native, and as we will be celebrating
Pentecost soon I thought it would be a
great opportunity to have a Pentecost
Korean Barbecue Party on Saturday 19
May from 6.30pm to 9.00pm in Garden
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Korean calligraphy: a beautiful souvenir to take home

Hall to introduce Korean culture to you.
At the party, there will be a Korean
calligrapher who will write your name
in Korean for you to take home with
you as a souvenir. We will also have
a North Korean traditional band and
a Korean exhibition. There will be a
bouncy castle outside Garden Hall to
keep the children entertained.
All are welcome, and it would be lovely
to see many of you there. The tickets
are available from the parish office and
the prices are £10 for adults, £5 for
children, including food, drinks, and
entertainment. You will also have a
chance to taste Korean rice wine.
All the profits from the party will be
given to a selected international charity,
and any donations for this event are
welcome and will be highly appreciated.
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Making more time for what
matters – St Mary’s IT Project
By Nils Bersweden
Administration is an essential part
of the life of the parish. Nowadays
it is possible to automate a lot of the
administration making it much easier
for the Parish and its users to access
information, be it with regards to
baptisms, weddings, calendars, rotas,
hall and church bookings etc. There are
specific church management packages
that can be customised to a church’s
particular needs which take a lot of the
heartache out of running a parish.
As a prime user and being highly
dependent on such systems, I have been
asked to look at how we might improve
things for everyone, particularly in
the light of the new data protection
laws which will take effect from 26
May 2018. This may entail a large scale

mailing to all our users in the not too
distant future (so be warned).
Since arriving with a new and fresh pair
of eyes (and considerable experience
with administrative systems for ten
churches) I have become very aware
that the St Mary’s Church systems,
which have been built up and added
to over many years, could be better
streamlined and made more efficient
tools for everyone. I will therefore be
talking to the various people involved at
different levels to gain a better overview
in order to make our lives easier, and
thereby freeing us to engage more with
being a church, caring for one another
and making Christ known!
I’d be interested in any views you have
on this so please do email me:
nils@stmaryswimbledon.org

Stitching and conversation
By Mary Ann Turnbull
Would you like to join a small group, already meeting about once a month on
a Thursday at 11.15am?
Barbara Dowling hosts this in her home near the church. There is space,
coffee and biscuits and friendly company for anyone interested.
Please contact Mary Ann for more information turnbull6550@gmail.com
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In pictures: St Mary’s 2018

Above: licensing of the Rev Nils Bersweden, Associate Vicar
(interview on page 10).
Below left: the Easter Garden.
Below right: Good Friday craft activities in Garden Hall.

